Supplementary Information
Target Sequence // find the first occurrence of a CG pair while ( CGindex < sequence.length() -1 && "CG".equals(sequence.substring(CGindex, CGindex + 2)) == false) { CGindex++; } // rearrange circular plasmid to start indexing at a CG pair sequence = sequence.substring(CGindex) + sequence.substring(0, CGindex); System.out.println("Imported " + sequence.length() + " nucleotides"); for (int index = 0; index < sequence.length() -1; index++) { // if a CG pair is found, the length between this and the last is // added to the histogram if ("CG".equals(sequence.substring(index, index + 2))) { index++; CGcounter++; if (histogram.containsKey (temporaryCounter) The function for determining the occurrences of CG in a plasmid was written in Java 6 and utilized via a simple consol interface. The function begins by constructing a CGContentAnalyzer object using the supplied plasmid file name. A histogram was stored as a TreeMap with the key representing the distance between CG pairs and the value of the number of occurrences at this length. Data was read into a StringBuilder, instead of a String, to decrease runtime due to multiple concatenation events. The temporary sequence is then converted to a String representing a sequence containing only A, C, G, T characters. This allows the user to analyze sequences containing line breaks and numbering of base pairs. The run method is then used to analyze the sequence generated in the constructor. The first step iterates over the sequence to find the first CG pair and wraps the sequence to ensure the start of the sequence is a CG pair. This is a valid operation as the sequences were circular plasmids. Next, the method iterates through the entire sequence detecting CG pairs. When a CG pair is found, the number of bases iterated since the last CG pair is recorded in the histogram, otherwise the counter for number of bases since the last CG event is incremented. After the sequence has been scanned completely, the final counter is added to the histogram to count the final CG separation. Next the histogram value at 0 is decremented to prevent counting the first CG twice. Finally the results are written to a text file for further analysis.
